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Abstract

This report summarizes an investigation to reproduce and extend known vulnerabilities in the acous-
tic emanations of keyboards. We obtain new benchmark datasets with realistic typing speeds (>= 225
char/min), some of which use special characters (shift, backspace, etc.). We find that at realistic typ-
ing speeds, detecting key press events from a continuous audio stream is di�cult, and that algorithms
suggested by previous work do not work as well as described. Using ground truth event detections, we
then describe their information content via FFTs and attempt both supervised and unsupervised attacks.
We find supervised attacks to have high recovery rates (character accuracy > 80%), and unsupervised
attacks using 2nd-order HMMs to have reasonable recovery rates (70% character accuracy), upon which
later human or machine processing can certainly improve. We conclude by summarizing two possible
extensions: nonparametric statistical language models whose vocabulary can grow with observed data
(which allows learning frequently used passwords), and hierarchical HMMs for adapting text recovery
even when target switches contexts (e.g. between typing email and writing code).

1 Introduction

We consider a side-channel eavesdropping attack scenario in which a malicious adversary obtains an audio
recording of a target typing at a standard desktop keyboard. This work seeks to answer the question: can
an attacker recover the text being typed from the audio emanations? We hope this investigation encourages
awareness of potential vulnerabilities and encourages users of sensitive information to be cautious about
acoustic emissions.

Previous work has demonstrated that such an attack is feasible. Asonov and Agrawal [1] conducted the
ground-breaking study that opened this field of research. They considered a supervised scenario in which an
attacker has access to the keyboard before hand, and can construct a ”training” dataset consisting of many
examples of each key category (a-z, period, comma, space). With this knowledge of what each key sounds
like, [1] show that it is possible to take new audio from the same keyboard and achieve reasonable recovery
rates.

A much more serious unsupervised attack was later demonstrated by Zhuang, Zhou, and Tygar [2]. In this
setting, the attacker only has the raw audio recording of the typing session, and must learn from scratch
which sounds correspond to which keys. [2] show that modern machine learning techniques allow an attacker
to leverage the statistical regularities in natural language (for example, that letter ”q” is always followed
by ”u”) to achieve this objective. Of course, the attacker must have prior knowledge of which language the
target will type in, but this is quite achievable in most settings. By providing a principled feedback-driven
pipeline that leverages a language model to correct for spelling and grammar, [2] claim results of up to 94%
accuracy in character recovery, proving this scenario a serious risk. However, the attacker must specify a
fixed vocabulary in advance. While this approach can correctly recover most common words, rare words
(passwords, proper nouns) are often the most interesting part of an attacker’s goals and are not susceptible
to this language model. Of course, the attacker can use the language model to improve a character-level
classifier, but this may not be enough.
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The purpose of this investigation is to reproduce and extend the various attacks presented in [1], [2]. Neither
study released benchmark audio recording data or code to reproduce their work. Additionally, neither study
adequately considered essential issues such as the rates at which their typists recorded input and dealing
with special characters (shift, backspace, etc.). While this present work is preliminary and not itself without
flaws, we hope it spurs the community with the following contributions:

• a new publicly available benchmark dataset collected using realistic typing inputs and realistic typing
speeds.

• a case study of existing detection algorithms, highlighting di�culties in adapting previous work to
high-speed typing settings

• a supervised analysis that provides baseline recovery rates for our new data

• an unsupervised analysis on some of our data that demonstrates the utility of using 2nd-order HMMs

• two novel extensions for the unsupervised case. These include a new Bayesian nonparametric approach
for moving beyond the fixed vocabulary assumption, and the observation of the importance of deter-
mining the target’s input context.

Overall, this investigation shows that both supervised and unsupervised attack scenarios are reasonably
plausible. However, major di�culties exist in implementing the attack in practice, including detecting key
press events properly (see section 3) and initializing the EM algorithm in the unsupervised state (see section
6). We thus conclude that a successful attack remains mostly in the realm of possibility for machine learn-
ing experts and large-budget organizations (e.g. governments or corporations). It appears unlikely that a
computer-literate but non-expert attacker could successfully pull o↵ text recovery in the wild using of the
shelf computational tools.

This report is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data collection process, Section 3 describes the
key event detection process, and Section 4 o↵ers analysis of the key event description part of the pipeline.
Section 5 gives results of the unsupervised attack scenario, Section 6 provides an analysis of the unsupervised
attack scenario, and Section 7 concludes by o↵ering neat future directions that may merit research attention.

2 Data Collection

The first major contribution of this project is the collection of a standard benchmark dataset for the keyboard
acoustics problem domain. Previous work ([1], [2]) has each worked with custom in-house data that was
neither released to the public nor described in enough detail to allow understanding of the di�culty of the
data. Here we describe our collection process in detail so that future research may confidently build on this
dataset.

The collection process took place in a quiet o�ce building with little ambient noise. The keyboard used
was a standard issue in the Brown University computer science o�ces (Manufacturer: NMB technologies,
Model: RT5158TW). For a microphone, two options were explored: a Logitech headset microphone and the
built-in microphone of a late 2011 Macbook Pro laptop. Overall, we found the Macbook microphone yielded
higher quality recording, so we use this channel for all experiments. Each microphone was positioned within
2 feet of the keyboard on the same desk, as shown in Fig. 1. This represents (more or less) ideal collection
conditions, since neither background noise nor physical objects obstructed the collection of the target audio.

We collected five di↵erent recordings, each roughly 15-30 minutes long. These are summarized with descriptive
statistics in Fig. 2 and with example text in Fig. 3. Each is motivated and described below. All recordings
were digitized to 44.1kHz mono-channel WAV files using Audacity, a common audio-editing freeware program.

The first recording, which we call ”QWERTY”, consisted of repeated typing of each alphabetic key (a-z),
comma, space, and period. While this doesn’t represent a realistic scenario, it serves as a baseline for
understanding how distinct and separable each key’s sound is.
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The next recording, which we call ”SciNews (easy)”, is a recording of natural typing of science-related news
articles from the Australian Broadcast News standard corpus. This follows the data used by Kelly [3]. The
”easy” label refers to the typing style used. The typist did not use special characters (shift, delete, etc.) and
just moved on when a mistake was made. A further dataset ”SciNews (hard)” was collected using the exact
same articles but allowing the typist to use shift whenever necessary and backspace when mistakes occurred.

Finally, we collected recordings of a typist entering emails from the ENRON email corpus. This public dataset
represents actual emails send within ENRON corporation, obtained by the federal government during a later
investigation of illegal activity. We expect this dataset will have some di↵erent characteristics compared to
professionally edited news articles, and will be more interesting to attempt to attack. We have two di↵erent
recordings, each one lasting between 20-30 minutes and consisting of sent emails from a single ENRON
employee.

Overall, we note that the recordings collected here represent much higher typing speeds than reported in
previous work. For example, [2] reports typing speeds no higher than 200 characters per minute, while all
our data (except QWERTY) exceeds 225 characters per minute and some rates nearing 300 characters per
minute. Our data thus represents a more trustworthy benchmark of what an acoustic eavesdropping attack
could recover from a professional typist.

2.1 Ground Truth

A challenging aspect of judging performance of a text recovery system is obtaining ”ground truth” text input,
so that we can determine the accuracy of any automated procedure. Here, it is not enough just to know the
typed text, but we must also have detailed timing annotations of when each key was pressed and when it
was released.

To achieve this, we developed a custom software keylogger, written in Python. For a given typing session,
the software will record every key press and key release event and write these to log files. We will release this
software with the data.

However, merely having this timing information is not quite enough. We still must align the keylogger’s
recording times to the time of the WAV audio recordings. To achieve this, we have the text-entry computer
emit a sustained 440Hz beep for 2 seconds. This allows detailed alignment of key log timing with the recorded
audio.

A final di�culty is that even with alignment, the recorded audio at a key press is not quite aligned with
the recorded key press events. This occurs because the audio peaks when the typist stricks the key with a
finger, but the event is not recorded by the software until the key closes an electrical switch at the bottom
of the press. Because a user can use variable force, this time interval is not always the same, though we find
it usually varies by less than a few milliseconds. We thus perform a final manual alignment of the ground
truth press events to the observed audio signal to account for the ”touch peak to switch on” o↵set.

3 Key Event Detection

After obtaining raw audio data, key press events (e.g. the act of striking a key to produce a character) must
be detected and located in time in the raw signal. Armed with these locations, we can procede to describe
the information content and attempt to determine which key was pressed.

We attempted to replicate the detection algorithm described by [2]. They proceed by first obtaining a sliding
window frequency power spectrogram with window size of 2ms, as shown in Fig. 4. They then obtain a 1D
power signal by summing magnitudes across all frequencies at each time instant. By applying naive peak
detection to this 1D signal ( computing first di↵erences and thresholding at heuristic values), [2] claim that
that this is su�cient to correctly detect almost all peaks (though no exact measurement of error rate is given).
They do mention that some mistakes occur, but they imply these are easy to spot by hand and realign.
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup for data collection. Left: Keyboard (standard issue in Brown o�ces, made by
NMB technologies). Right: Macbook Pro used as microphone. Placed ⇡ 1.5 feet away from keyboard (as
shown).

QWERTY 184

SciNews 225

SciNews (hard) 288

ENRON v1 281

ENRON v2 303

Figure 2: Dataset descriptive statistics. Each row provides information about a di↵erent dataset. We report
the average typing speed (char/min), a histogram of how often each key was pressed, and a histogram of
the time interval between ground-truth key press events. As you move down the table, the datasets become
more ”di�cult” due to higher typing speeds and greater variability of keys pressed.
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Figure 3: Sample text excerpts from each dataset. ENRON datasets are qualitatively similar, so we only
report one.

Figure 4: Example raw audio waveform (blue) over time, along with ground truth key press durations (red).
Frequency spectrogram also shown, indicating the power measured at di↵erent intervals of the spectrum over
time. Key events do produce noticeable peaks in this representation.

We applied this algorithm to the SciNews dataset and show an example result in Fig. 5. Note that a good
detector must both correctly locate all key press events while also omitting distractor events (e.g. mouse
clicks, background sounds) and omitting key release events. As shown in Fig. 5, both distractors and release
events have similar power spectrum characteristics as key press events, which causes many false positives
in a high-recall regime. When typing at realistic speeds, some keys are struck with much more force than
others. Thus, we found in practice that the threshold required to recall all key presses also allowed many
false positive events through. We were unable to find an ad-hoc solution that e↵ectively solves this detection
problem, and expect this part of the pipeline will be the most challenging to get right in practice.

We note that Kelly ([3]) presents a valuable analysis in which a well-motivated strategy is used to choose
the parameters of a similar detection algorithm, based on comparing output at each setting to true event
locations and minimizing the error. We expect this type of analysis could be useful in practice, but requires
ground-truth labels for when true press events occur, which may not be realistic in an attack setting.

For the remainder of our analysis, we use the key press event times recorded by our ground-truth software
key logger. While this is hardly a realistic choice, we wish to separate the questions of ”how good can the
detector be?” from ”how good can the text recovery be, given a good detector?”. Thus, proceeding with
near perfect detections will indicate an upper bound on the fidelity with which an attacker might be able to
extract key information.
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Figure 5: Example event detection locations (black lines) output by our implementation of the detection
algorithm described in [2], shown with raw audio waveform and ground-truth key duration labels (red).
Detections produce frequent errors due to distractor sounds (e.g. mouse clicks at 16.5 sec) and key release
sounds (e.g. space key at 18.5, d key at 19.5). Successfully detecting all key press events without falsely
identifying distractors or release events proved di�cult.

4 Key Press Description

Given the locations of key press events in the raw audio signal, our next step is to describe the information
content of each press. Previous work all suggests representing this content in the frequency domain, as
they find it much superior to using any time domain representation. We follow this advice and use the
power spectrum produced by a fast fourier transform (FFT) as our basic representation. At each press event
location, we extract the FFT of the next 100 ms of the raw audio and obtain a power spectrum, discarding
frequencies above 12kHz. Numerically, our Matlab implementation results in a 1201 dimensional vector at
each press event, which indicates the power present at each of 1201 evenly spaced, non-overlapping intervals
in the frequency spectrum from 0 to 12kHz.

We found this representation gave considerably superior performance when compared to the FFT description
process suggested in [2], which uses much smaller 5 ms windows and therefore doesn’t capture the entire
information content available.

Furthermore, [2] notes that mel-frequency ceptstrum coe�cients (MFCCs) o↵er even better descriptive ca-
pabilities, and [3] concurs. However, in brief experiments we could not reproduce this claim with o↵-the-shelf
MFCC algorithms available for Matlab. We thus use only our FFT representation for all experiments, with
the caveat that a properly implemented MFCC descriptor would likely result in increased accuracy scores
reported in later sections by several percentage points.

To gain intuition for whether the FFT descriptors we extract are useful for distinguishing between characters,
we plot the ”average” descriptor for each of the A, B, COMMA, and SPACE keys in Fig. 6. We repeat
this process across several datasets to get a sense for how dependent each signal is on typing style variation.
Overall, the signals are quite noisy, but there do seem to be identifiable peaks and troughs that are both
distinct to each key and somewhat invariant to typing style.

5 Supervised Attack

To get a baseline for key recovery, we performed a supervised attack similar to that presented in [1]. For each
dataset, we use our ground-truth labels to count how many examples of each key category exist. To avoid
introducing noise, we discard categories with fewer than 30 examples, since below this threshold we do not
have enough information to adequately measure the supervised classifier’s capability.

With the remaining categories, we randomly assign examples to Train and Test sets, ensuring that each Test
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Figure 6: Mean FFT descriptor computed in each dataset for four di↵erent keys: SPACE, A, B, and
COMMA. Only a portion of the frequency spectrum from 500-8000 Hz is shown, since this is the most
human-interpretable portion. Note that each key seems to have characteristic peaks and troughs that are
reproduceable across di↵erent typing styles required in each data collection protocol. For example, the QW-
ERTY data is a very rigid typing process in which each character is typed repeatedly, while the others are
more fluid typing of natural language.

set contains 15 examples of each category. We then apply a modern support vector machine (SVM) classifier,
using a linear kernel. We set the classifier’s cost parameter via 10-fold cross-validation on the QWERTY
dataset, and use the chosen parameter for all other experiments.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. We can see that for the easy datasets, the accuracy rates for the supervised
classifier are either perfect (QWERTY) or nearly so (SciNews easy). As typing speed increases and the
duration between presses increases, there is noticeable decline in performance, but the rates are still quite
good, usually above > 80%. This indicates that (1) our FFT descriptors contain useful information, and (2)
a supervised attack is quite a realistic possibility, provided the attacker has prior access to a keyboard to
obtain ground truth labels.

We expect the reported accuracy rates are only lower bounds, as both human interpretation and further
machine processing (e.g. via a language model that corrects spelling and grammar) could likely correct
mistakes made by the classifier when applied to natural language.

Dataset Speed (char/min) Accuracy (% chars correct) Num. Categories Special Chars

QWERTY 184 1.000 30 none
SciNews (easy) 225 0.950 24 none
SciNews (hard) 288 0.895 27 shift, delete

Enron 1 281 0.846 26 none
Enron 2 303 0.773 27 none

Figure 7: Supervised classification performance. For each dataset, we discarded key categories used infre-
quently (< 30 examples). On ENRON, this preprocessing causes discarding both shift and delete categories.
Remaining keys were split into train and test sets, with test sets having at least 15 examples of each category.
Note that accuracy tends to decline significantly as typing speed increases.

6 Unsupervised Attack

Finally, we turn our attention to the unsupervised attack scenario presented in [2]. Here, ground-truth
labels for keys are not known in advance, and the goal is to leverage co-occurrence statistics of neighboring
characters to bootstrap a classifier given just audio data. We follow [2] in employing a Hidden Markov Model
for this task.

An HMM is a standard probabilistic model that, given a discrete time series of observed data, allows a
practitioner to infer a ”hidden” symbol or state associated with each timestep which produced the observed
data. In our application, we wish to infer the key category that produced each press. The HMM encodes a
Markov transition structure to describe how hidden states succeed one another using transition parameters
⇡, and presumes that knowing only the hidden state k at time t determines the probability of the output
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symbol via emission parameters ✓k. Standard algorithms exist to perform inference in this model. The EM
algorithm consumes the observed time series data and produces ⇡, ✓. The Viterbi algorithm then takes these
point estimates and produces the most likely sequence of hidden states z that generated the data.

In practice, we could represent the observed data at each key press event as the raw FFT descriptor itself.
However, [2] suggests that this high-dimensional representation leads to many local optima, and suggests
instead quantizing each descriptor into one of K categories using the k-means algorithm. We follow this
advice, setting the number of clusters C = 45 (though of course a thorough search over the parameter space
of C would lead to better performance).

Furthermore, we fix the character transition probabilities ⇡ using statistics measured in the Australian
Broadcast Corporation corpus. Previous work [2] considers only first-order transitions. Here, we examine
both 1st and 2nd order statistics, to determine if a more expressive model has any benefit. To smooth out
sparse data (e.g. no observed occurrances of some character pairs or triples), we simply add one pseudocount
to every bin. Note that the standard EM and Viterbi algorithms are well-defined in both cases, and the
computation required to obtain good 2nd order statistics is not impractical, so we expect both models are
realistic for an attack.

Given our observed time series data x and our key-to-key transition model ⇡, we use the EM algorithm to
estimate the emission parameters ✓k of each hidden state. which indicates which clusters are likely emitted
by each key. Finally, we use the Viterbi algorithm to decode the maximum a posteriori estimate of the key
sequence z.

We find the EM algorithm in this setting to be highly sensitive to initialization, since it it will terminate
at the local optima nearest to its initial point. This confirms findings from [2]. To help overcome this, we
perform 10 runs and keep the one with highest likelihood, which corresponds to the estimate of ✓ that makes
the observed data most probable.

However, we still find that with a naive random initialization this method does not provide high quality
results. [2] suggest that before running EM, we initialize ✓ parameters for the SPACE key in a smart way.
By identifying examples through human intervention (e.g. listening to the provided audio), and setting ✓space

to the distribution of clusters assigned to these examples, [2] indicate that they achieve significantly better
accuracy. We consider this method, but find that manually identifying SPACE keys is not as easy as [2]
suggest. The first author listened to several minutes of audio and only marked keys he was most confident
were spaces, yet achieved only 40% accuracy out of 17 marked examples. Despite this poor performance, use
the distribution of clusters assigned to these 17 keys as an initial value does o↵er marked improvement. We
call this strategy the ”spaces” initialization.

Init. Strategy Accuracy SPACE Acc. Sample text

random 0.598 mivecong that cursive ceelly mas mbe spudy scles.

spaces 0.614 0.825 dive ong that ourkive meelly mas mbe spudy sales.

QWERTY 0.629 0.823 dive ong that ourkive ceelly mas mbe spudy siles.

truth give you that burning feeling, a new study shows.

cheat 0.698 0.892 hive ole that burning beellly, a pre s udy shous.

Figure 8: Unsupervised performance using 1st order HMM on SciNews (easy) dataset.

Init. Strategy Accuracy SPACE Acc. Sample text

random 0.021 ome supecalless worting implecom beents alsory fe

spaces 0.719 0.898 givelly. that curning beelling a new study shows.

QWERTY 0.717 0.894 givelly. that curning beelling a new study shows.

truth give you that burning feeling, a new study shows.

cheat 0.769 0.921 givelly, that burning beellogy a new study shows.

Figure 9: Unsupervised text recovery results for SciNews (easy) dataset

Alternatively, we consider the possibility that an attacker has access to some supervised key-sound pairs for
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the keyboard under attack. To simulate this, we initialize the ✓ parameters based on the clusters assigned to
keys in the QWERTY dataset, and then proceed to train the HMM on the data from the SciNews dataset.
We call this strategy the ”QWERTY” initialization.

Finally, in order to determine how good this HMM model could be, we compare the results of the above
schemes to a ”cheat” scenario in which we skip the EM step and just infer the Viterbi key sequence z using the
✓ parameters obtained from ground-truth data for the SciNews dataset. While this scenario isn’t a realistic
attack setting, it provides an ”upper bound” on the performance of any unsupervised attack.

We report results for the HMM character recovery process for 1st order HMMs in Fig. 8, and for 2nd-order
HMMs in Fig. 9. Overall, we observe a huge gain in character recovery using the second-order model, but
only when using a smart initialization. The computational cost of running this more flexible 2nd-order model
on the 29 minutes worth of SciNews key press events is roughly 17 minutes per EM initialization, compared
to just 1 minute using the first-order model. We thus recommend the second-order model, but with caveats
about computation time and the necessity of smart initialization. If a smart initialization is not possible, one
possibility is to train a first order model, and then use the estimated ✓ as not-so-naive initialization of the
second-order model. This should have reasonable performance, but we did not actually test this strategy.

Overall, the accuracy rates for the 2nd-order HMM we report in Fig. 9 are fairly reasonable: 72% accuracy
overall and 89% accuracy in detecting the SPACE key. This suggests that further machine processing (e.g.
the feedback-driven spelling and grammar model in [2]) is potentially realistic. However, their method as
described requires near perfect detection of the SPACE key (which is used to split words that are fed into
the language model). It is unclear whether the procedure described here would be su�cient to replicate
the extraordinary results (> .93 character accuracy after language model) reported in [2]. Perhaps some
combination of better descriptors (e.g. MFCCs) and somewhat slower typing speeds would make this score
feasible. Nevertheless, the sample text shown in Fig. 9 indicates that the current approach of this paper
is su�cient to recover some whole words and help an attack understand the overall sentiment of the given
keyboard acoustics.

7 Future Directions

Overall, we find the possibility of recovering typed text from only an audio recording to be mostly realistic
and feasible, although significant expert knowledge is required. Major issues to resolve include refining a key
event detection algorithm that can e↵ectively pick out key press events from releases and distractors, as well
as improving on the HMM initialization process. However, more interesting extensions are possible when
moving beyond the goal of simply recovering some text in English.

7.1 Password and Named Entity discovery via Bayesian Nonparametrics

A crucial part of the attack pipeline presented in [2] is a language model that consumes the character sequence
output of the unsupervised HMM (Fig. 9 ), and applies spelling and grammar corrections via a further HMM
that infers a most likely word sequence given the noisy word data produced by the first decoding step. A
major limitation of this architecture as stated is that it requires the attacker to specify a fixed vocabulary
of words before the attack even begins. This of course makes the recovery of passwords and non-standard
words (e.g. special names or places) di�cult. Of course, we don’t necessarily need the language model for
this, but [2] shows that it is crucial to correct the frequent errors in the raw unsupervised character sequence.
One desireable situation would be to have a more flexible model that could ”discover” new words to add to
a fixed vocabulary, based on frequency of use and dissimilarity to known words.

One promising way to achieve such a flexible model is to use Bayesian nonparametric analysis. For example,
given the character sequence output of the unsupervised pipeline, we could break this into words and apply
a Dirichlet Process clustering, which would automatically discover words that don’t fit into the existing
fixed vocabulary and assign them their own ”new” vocabulary types. The tricky part is to determine a
suitable likelihood model for p(o|w), that is, the probability of observing ”noisy” word o given the true word
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w. We could use edit distance as a basis for this construction (with the cost of replacing character x in o

with character y in w determined by the ✓y parameter inferred by EM), but getting details correct requires
considerable research e↵ort.

7.2 Context Discovery via Hierarchical HMMs

A particular problem associated with eavesdropping on real humans is that observed data will rarely consist
of a single word-processing session uninterrupted by email, web browsing, and other computer tasks. An
important consideration for an attacker is to automatically discover ”change points” at which the context
of the user changes (e.g from writing a scientific document to writing an email or from writing C code to
writing Python). We expect that proper language transition models (and even character transition models)
will likely be very di↵erent in each of these contexts, and that successfully identifying which context the user
is in will lead to significantly improved text recovery (provided a good transition model is known).

A natural model for this problem is a ”hierarchical” HMM, which provides a di↵erent character-to-character
transition model to explain each context, and assumes the contexts themselves are switched in a Markovian
fashion. This model is much more sensitive to initialization than flat HMMs, but an attack is not completely
unrealistic, given enough training data and good context-specific prior knowledge.

The unresolved issue with this strategy is for the attacker to predict what contexts might be available to
a target. Of course, in real scenarios the attacker will probably be able to determine this with reasonable
accuracy. It is not di�cult, for example, to figure out what primary languages a company or individual can
”speak” or ”code”, provided the target is known a few days in advance. However, eavesdropping on random
targets (say in an airport waiting area or a co↵ee lounge) is likely more di�cult.
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